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Abstract

Laboratory tests show that there is a pronounced di�erence in the volumetric response between uni-

axial tension and con�ned axial compression loading for commercial particle-�lled hydrogenated

nitrile butadiene rubber (HNBR) and uoroelastomer (FKM) compounds. In uniaxial tension

(UT), a volume increase of 5 and 20 % for the HNBR and FKM respectively was present for a

hydrostatic stress of less than 6 MPa, in addition, both compounds showed a clear hysteresis loop

in the hydrostatic stress - volume ratio space. For con�ned axial compression (CAC) tests, on

the other hand, the materials reached a 6-7 % volume change for a hydrostatic stress of 140 MPa,

and an elastic behaviour was seen. This loading mode dependence of the volumetric response has

severe implications for the constitutive representation of the materials. It is demonstrated that

existing elastomer models, whereof many assume incompressible volumetric response, are unable

to capture the behaviour in both loading modes. To gain an increased understanding of the macro-

scopically obtained results, a tension in situ scanning electron microscopy study was performed.

Matrix-particle debonding was observed to occur at the external surface of the materials, render-

ing a possible explanation for the loading mode dependent volumetric behaviour. Finite element

simulations of a single-particle model, incorporating a cylinder of matrix material with a spherical

particle in its centre, showed that the observed debonding can explain the experimental response

of the materials in a qualitative manner.
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1. Introduction

Constitutive models commonly applied to predict the visco-hyperelastic response of elastomers

in �nite element simulations assume a nearly isochoric behaviour independent of loading mode

[1, 2, 3]. Based on available experimental data in uniaxial tension (UT) [4] and con�ned axial

compression (CAC) [5], there are clear indications that this approach can be inaccurate for certain

elastomers. It appears that the materials can exhibit a considerable increase of volume in UT,
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while the response in CAC is much sti�er with respect to volume change, yet there is a �nite bulk

modulus also in this loading case. However, before embarking on the task of developing constitutive

models with improved correspondence to experimental observations, an enhanced understanding

of the underlying mechanisms causing the loading mode dependent volume behaviour should be

provided.

Early work on elastomers (e.g. [6, 7, 8]) mainly dealt with the behaviour of un�lled elastomer

gums, for which the assumption of constant volume got accepted as the standard. However, raw

gum elastomers have limited industrial application, and �ller particles are normally added to the

blend of industrial materials [9]. These �llers improve mechanical properties like sti�ness and

strength, but may also alter the volumetric behaviour of the compounds.

Gent and Park [10] and Cho et al. [11] illustrated the possible e�ect that sti� particles can

have on the volumetric response of elastomers by testing samples of a transparent elastomer matrix

with spherical or cylindrical glass inclusions in uniaxial tension. They di�erentiated the observed

response between two failure mechanisms; cavitation, i.e. the occurrence of voids in the material

due to stress concentrations near the sti� inclusions; and decohesion, i.e. rupture of the cohesive

zone between the inclusion and the matrix material. The failure process was initiated by the

occurrence of small voids close to the sti� inclusion, which during deformation grew and coalesced

to form larger cavities. As these cavities increased in size, they eventually led to decohesion

between the �ller particle and the surrounding elastomer matrix. For experiments involving large

hydrostatic stresses, Gent and Lindley [12] also found cavitation to occur in un�lled elastomers.

This was attributed to pre-existing defects, experiencing unbounded growth when the hydrostatic

tension stress exceeded a critical value. Such cavitation under high triaxiality stress states has later

been studied further by di�erent authors, e.g. [13, 14, 15]. It is clear that the stress/deformation

level where voids would start to grow and the number of voids that would initiate prior to particle

decohesion are strongly dependent on properties like the fracture strength of the matrix material,

the size and shape of the particles, and the cohesive strength between the matrix and its �ller

particles. In any event, a process of cavitation and decohesion would lead to a macroscopic volume

growth of the material.

For the early research on the volumetric behaviour of elastomers, the most accessible method

for measuring global volume changes accompanying deformation was through dilatometry tests

[16, 17, 18, 19]. However, the progress of modern measuring techniques has simpli�ed the evaluation

of volume changes accompanying deformation signi�cantly through the development of optical

methods, like digital image correlation (DIC). Using DIC, Le Cam and Toussaint [20] looked at the

competition between volume increase due to void growth and volume decrease due to crystallization

in natural rubber loaded in tension. They measured the volume change using DIC at one surface

and assuming an isotropic material behaviour. The results showed signi�cantly larger volume

growth for particle-�lled natural rubber than for un�lled natural rubber. Due to crystallization,
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they observed a larger volume during loading compared with unloading. Le Cam and Toussaint

[21] also found a signi�cant volume change in �lled styrene-butadiene (SBR) dog-bone shaped

specimens using a similar set-up. de Crevoisier et al. [22] measured volume growth during cyclic

loading of a �lled SBR specimen using DIC at two perpendicular surfaces of a dog-bone-shaped

specimen. They found the material to behave slightly anisotropic and to display a relatively small

volume change. They also reported that the volume change in each deformation cycle started when

the longitudinal deformation exceeded the previously obtained maximum deformation. Cantournet

et al. [23] recently studied the volume increase of a particle-�lled natural rubber under various

loading conditions. They measured the volume change occurring under uniaxial tension by use of

a video traction system at one surface and the assumption of isotropic material behaviour. The

increase in volume was explained by cavitation and decohesion, and this phenomenon was studied

using in situ scanning electron microscopy (SEM). They found that for loading at low stress

triaxiality, volume growth occurred near ZnO particles, while no debonding could be observed

between the elastomer matrix and carbon black particles. For a loading situation of large stress

triaxialities, on the other hand, volume growth was seen to be dominated by matrix rupture rather

than matrix-particle debonding.

Unit cell simulations are often used to explain globally observed results by studying mechanisms

occurring at the scale of the material constituents. Such models have been extensively employed

to study ductile fracture in metallic materials, e.g. [24, 25, 26, 27], and to some extent to study the

behaviour of particle-�lled polymeric materials [28, 29, 30, 31]. Steenbrink et al. [28] and Cheng

and Guo [29] looked at the e�ect of empty voids in glassy polymers by use of axisymmetric cell

analyses. Ognedal et al. [30] studied decohesion and volume growth in a mineral-�lled PVC using

a 3D model to resemble a polymer matrix with spherical particles. For the study of elastomers,

Bergstr�om and Boyce [31] looked at how shape, dimension, and sti�ness of carbon black particles

altered the resulting equilibrium behaviour on the macro scale.

Although the matrix-particle debonding e�ect in elastomers is experimentally documented in

the literature, the implications this have for the macroscopic mechanical response has gained

limited attention. In this article, commercial hydrogenated nitrile butadiene rubber (HNBR) and

uoroelastomer (FKM) materials commonly applied for sealing applications in the oil and gas

industry are tested in UT and CAC to investigate the di�erence in volumetric behaviour. To

examine the source of the volume growth observed in the UT experiments, an in situ SEM study of

tensioned specimens was performed. A single-particle model was then used to see if the behaviour

observed in the macroscopic experiments could be explained based on micromechanical e�ects. No

study could be found in the literature neither dealing with the volumetric behaviour of HNBR

and FKM elastomers nor debonding or cavitation around particles in such materials. In addition,

to the best of the authors' knowledge, single-particle models have not yet been used to study the

loading mode dependent volume behaviour of particle-�lled elastomeric materials.
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The article is organized as follows: The set-up and results for the UT and CAC macroscopic

experiments are presented in the following section. Implications of the �ndings for constitutive

modelling of particle-�lled elastomers are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, the set-up and

results of the in situ SEM study on the materials are given, while Section 5 studies a single-particle

model to explain the macroscopic experimental results in a qualitative manner. In the �nal section,

a summary and some concluding remarks are given.

2. Macroscopic experiments

2.1. Uniaxial tension

2.1.1. Set-up

For the UT tests, one HNBR and one FKM compound commonly used for sealing applications

in the oil and gas industry were delivered from two di�erent suppliers as 2 mm thick dog-bone

shaped tension specimens with dimensions in line with ISO37 Type 1 and Type 2 respectively [32].

The gauge length of the Type 1 specimens applied for HNBR is 33 mm, while the corresponding

length of the Type 2 FKM samples is 25 mm. The specimens were cut from 2 mm thick mats

produced by a rolling process. The two materials, their dumbbell geometry, the measured pre-

testing density, and the temperature range and hardness values given in the materials data sheets

are listed in Table 1. According to the suppliers, the lower bound of the temperature range indicates

the temperature for which the materials have fully transitioned into the glassy region.

The specimens were tested using an Instron 5944 testing machine with a 2 kN load cell. The

deformation cycle addressed herein exposed the test samples to a maximum machine displacement

of 40 mm followed by an immediate unloading until zero force was measured by the load cell. A

deformation rate of 1 mm/s was used during both loading and unloading which corresponds to a

nominal strain rate of 0.03 s�1 for the HNBR material and 0.04 s�1 for the FKM.

Table 1: Tested materials, their geometries and properties

Material Geometry Density Temperature range Hardness

HNBR ISO 37 - Type 1 1.29 g/cm3 �35 to 150 �C 86 shore A

FKM ISO 37 - Type 2 1.77 g/cm3 �40 to 200 �C 89 IRHD

While the force level F was measured by the load cell of the machine, optical means were used

to determine the local deformations in the gauge section. For this purpose, a grey scale speckle

pattern was applied to the specimens prior to testing, and two Prosilica GC2450 CCD cameras were

used to capture frames of the wide and narrow surface of the specimen throughout the tests. The

obtained images were post-processed using the in-house DIC software eCorr [33]. An illustration

of the tension test sample and the boundaries monitored by the two cameras can be seen in Figure

1. Two repetitions were performed for each material, with the duplicate tests echoing the results

presented here.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the experimental set-up used in the UT experiments, geometrical measures in line with ISO

37 Type 2 used for the FKM samples.

Applying the two perpendicular cameras for the DIC measurements, all three stretch compo-

nents �i, i = 1; 2; 3 with the directions being de�ned through the Cartesian coordinate system in

Figure 1, were obtained throughout the test. Thereby, the volume ratio J was found without using

the assumption of material isotropy (�2 = �3), with J being calculated from

J =
V

V0
= �1�2�3 (1)

where V is the current volume and V0 the reference volume. Further, the logarithmic strain

components are found as �i = ln (�i). In addition, the longitudinal Cauchy stress �1 was found

in a correct manner, i.e. without using assumptions of isotropic or isochoric (�2 = �3 = 1=
p
�1)

material behaviour, through

�1 =
F

�2�3A0
(2)

where A0 is the initial cross sectional area of the specimen. For UT loading, where �2 = �3 = 0,

the hydrostatic stress is de�ned as

�vol =
�1
3

(3)

The importance of the dual camera set-up is illustrated in Figure 2, showing the longitudinal

(positive) and transverse (negative) logarithmic strains obtained by the two cameras for both

materials. It is seen that the relative di�erence between the longitudinal strains measured from

the two independent yet synchronized cameras is negligible throughout the tests. For the transverse

strains, on the other hand, there is a clear discrepancy caused by transverse anisotropic material

behaviour. This transverse anisotropy is assumed to originate in the rolling process used to produce

the 2 mm thick sheets from which the specimens were cut. The implications of neglecting this

transverse anisotropy when calculating the stress and volume growth during the test are discussed

in Section 2.1.2.

2.1.2. Results

The results obtained for the deformation cycle are presented in Figure 3. From the Cauchy

stress - logarithmic strain curves displayed in Figure 3a, the initial tension behaviour is seen to

be similar for the two materials, while the HNBR compound displays a higher stress level as the

strain exceeds 0.2. The FKM sample reaches a larger maximum strain level due to the di�erence
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Figure 2: Longitudinal (positive) and transverse (negative) strains calculated by DIC for HNBR and FKM subjected

to one deformation cycle in tension.

in initial geometry. The volume ratio for the two materials with respect to longitudinal strain is

addressed in Figure 3b. For both materials, the volume ratio is seen to stay close to unity during

the �rst phase of the deformation process, until a critical strain level is reached at which a clear

increase in volume ratio begins. The strain level at the onset of volume increase is clearly smaller

for the FKM material compared with the HNBR compound. In addition, the maximum volume

increase is more than 20 % for the FKM material, opposed to approximately 5 % for the HNBR

compound. No study could be found in the literature reporting such a large volume increase at

the given strain level for an elastomer as the one found for the FKM material.

In Figure 3c, the hydrostatic stress level is plotted towards the volume ratio. A critical hydro-

static stress (corresponding to the critical strain level) is seen to be required before the volume

increase sets on, with a clearly higher stress being needed in the HNBR material compared with

the FKM compound.

It should be noted that due to the volume increase, using an assumption of isochoric material

behaviour and calculating the stress-strain data using the longitudinal strains from Camera 1 would

over-predict the stress level at maximum deformation with about 3 % for the HNBR material and

more than 20 % for the FKM material. In addition, due to the transverse anisotropic behaviour of

the materials, using data only from Camera 1 and assuming isotropic material behaviour would lead

to an over-prediction of the maximum volume change for the HNBR material by 130 %, and a 20

% over-prediction of the volume increase in the FKM compound. The level of material anisotropy

in elastomeric tension samples is seldom measured and reported in the literature, and experimental

set-ups are often based on an assumption of transverse isotropic material behaviour. Thus, this

brief discussion emphasizes the bias a single camera set-up might cause for certain materials.
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Figure 3: Results from UT experiments (a) stress-strain, (b) volume ratio - logarithmic strain, and (c) hydrostatic

stress - volume ratio behaviour. Arrows indicate loading and unloading directions.

2.2. Con�ned axial compression

2.2.1. Set-up

To evaluate the volumetric response of the samples in nearly hydrostatic compression, a CAC

rig was built. A thorough presentation of the set-up was provided by Ilseng et al. [5], however, a

brief discussion is included here for completeness. The specimens used for CAC were cylinders with

a height of 12.5 mm and a diameter of 29.0 mm (in accordance with ISO 815-1 Type A [34]). While

the same HNBR compound could be delivered as samples for both UT and CAC experiments, it

was not possible for the supplier to provide a compression specimen of the FKM compound that

was tested in tension. However, two other FKM compounds, named FKM1 and FKM2, were

delivered with the geometries used for CAC. It is believed that the two other compounds would

give an indication of the CAC behaviour of the FKM compound tested in tension.

An illustration of the CAC rig is presented in Figure 4. The rig was designed to be used with

an Instron 5982 universal testing machine with a t-slot table, and involves two pistons with load

cells and a 20 mm thick steel plate supported on four M16 bolts. The centre hole of the steel

plate was produced with a diameter of 29.0 mm and with a tolerance of +0.05 mm �0.00 mm,

while the two pistons were produced with a diameter of 29.0 mm and a tolerance of +0.00 mm
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�0.05 mm to ensure a tight �t. The plate was �xed to the t-slot table in the machine by the

four steel bolts, while the two pistons were screwed onto the respective load cells. In addition to

the 100 kN load cell in the testing machine, an HBM U2A 100 kN load cell was included below

the specimen and �xed to the t-slot table with bolts. The purpose of the second load cell was to

facilitate measurement of the frictional forces that arise during testing. To avoid dealing with the

compliance of the testing machine, a checkerboard pattern was applied to the upper piston and

a camera was used to log images of this pattern throughout the tests. By use of a point tracker

routine [35], the displacement of the upper piston could be calculated. It was assumed that the

test set-up, which was made of steel, was fully rigid and that all deformation therefore occurred in

the specimen. Following Equation 1, this assumption means that the volume ratio can be de�ned

as

J =
H

H0
(4)

where H is the current height of the specimen, while H0 is the initial height. A silicon grease was

applied to all surfaces of the specimens prior to testing, and this treatment was found to reduce

the frictional forces between the specimen and the steel plate signi�cantly. Using the grease, the

frictional force was less than 1.3 % of the load in the upper load cell at maximum load for all tests.

Section A-A:

100 kN load cell

100 kN load cell

Specimen

Lower piston
NutLower piston

Upper piston

Steel plate

100 kN load cell

Specimen

Face for optical measurement

Bolt M16

Lower piston

Upper piston

Steel plate

A A

Figure 4: Illustration of the experimental set-up used for the con�ned axial compression experiments.

All specimens were tested by a cyclic loading history, obtaining a force in the upper load cell of

95 kN before returning to 0:1 kN and starting a new cycle. A deformation rate of 3mm=min was

applied during both loading and unloading. In the sixth cycle, the load level was kept constant at

95 kN for 30 minutes as a volumetric creep test.

Denoting the force measured in the upper load cell by F and the area of the circular cross

section of the specimen as A0, the axial stress in the specimen can be found by the relation

�zz =
F

A0
(5)
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and the corresponding hydrostatic stress level in the material can be found through

�vol =
1

3
(�zz + �rr + ���) (6)

The value of the radial and hoop stress components �rr and ��� is not measured in the experimental

set-up and would strongly depend on the material behaviour. However, assuming that the tested

materials obey the generalized Hooke's law, the three stress components �zz, �rr, and ��� can be

calculated as:

�zz =
E

1� 2�

1� �

1 + �
(J � 1) (7)

�rr = ��� =
E

1� 2�

�

1 + �
(J � 1) (8)

where the relation for the axial strain reads �zz = J � 1 as �rr = ��� = 0. Combining Equation 7

and 8, the stress components �rr and ��� can be related to the measured component �zz through

�rr = ��� =
�

1� �
�zz (9)

which means that the hydrostatic stress level can be calculated as �vol =
1+�

3(1��)�zz. The relation

between the hydrostatic stress in the specimen and the axial stress measured in the experiment is

then a function of the Poisson's ratio of the tested material as

�vol
�zz

=
1 + �

3 (1� �)
(10)

This relation between the hydrostatic stress in the specimen and the measured axial stress is shown

for a Poisson's ratio between 0 and 0.5 in the plot of Figure 5. Clearly, the measured axial stress

presents an upper bound for the hydrostatic stress level in the specimen, however, the error is

limited for materials with a Poisson's ratio close to 0.5. As a Poisson's ratio of more than 0.49 was

measured for both materials at a longitudinal logarithmic strain of 0.1 (i.e. before any signi�cant

volume increase) in the UT tests of Section 2.1, the set-up is thought to yield valuable data for

the purpose of the present study. A further discussion on the relation between the measured axial

stress and the actual hydrostatic stress for the tested materials is given in Section 2.2.2.

2.2.2. Results

The raw force-displacement data obtained for the six loading cycles on the HNBR material

is presented in Figure 6a. Qualitatively, this response is also representative for the two FKM

materials. It can be seen that the force level is nearly zero the �rst 0.4 mm of deformation. This

is interpreted as the deformation needed to obtain full contact between the two pistons and the

specimen. Thereafter, the sti�ness is gradually increasing until a constant level is reached at

approximately 0.6 mm of deformation. This stage is interpreted as mainly deviatoric deformation

needed to obtain full contact between the specimen boundaries and the hole in the steel plate.

For the rest of the loading and the following cycles, a nearly constant sti�ness and no signi�cant

hysteresis or cycle dependence can be seen. For the creep test, only a slight volume increase can
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Figure 5: The relation between the hydrostatic and axial stress for di�erent levels of the Poisson's ratio �.

be observed. As the deviatoric behaviour of the material has been found to be viscous and cycle

dependent [4] the deformation in this stage is likely to be dominated by the hydrostatic stresses,

meaning that the measured axial stress de�ned in Equation 5 yields a good approximation to the

hydrostatic stress response of the tested materials. In the following results, the measured axial

stress is therefore denoted as the hydrostatic stress.

The hydrostatic stress - volume ratio behaviour obtained during loading in the �fth deformation

cycle for the three materials can be seen in Figure 6b. A relatively similar response is seen for

the HNBR and the FKM1 materials with 6 % volume increase at a hydrostatic stress of 140 MPa,

while the FKM2 material shows a slightly more compliant volumetric response with 7 % volume

increase at maximum stress.

It should be noted that the volumetric response obtained in CAC di�ers signi�cantly from that

obtained in UT, see Figure 3c, where a volume increase of respectively 5 and 20 % was achieved for

a hydrostatic stress of less than 6MPa. Some implications of this loading mode dependent volume

behaviour for the constitutive modelling of particle-�lled elastomers are discussed in the following

section.

3. Implications for constitutive modelling

In constitutive modelling of elastomeric materials, it is common to split a hyperelastic strain

energy potential W additively in an isochoric and a volumetric contribution

W =Wiso (I
�

1 ; I
�

2 ) +Wvol (J) (11)

where I�1 and I
�

2 are the �rst and second invariant of the distortional left Cauchy-Green deformation

tensor, while J still de�nes the volume ratio of the material. From this potential function, the

hydrostatic stress term can be found as

�vol =
@Wvol

@J
I = �HI (12)
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Figure 6: Results from con�ned axial compression experiments. (a) Force - displacement data for the HNBR material

subjected to six loading cycles, the inset illustrates the force increase from 0.35 to 0.65 mm of piston displacement

in the �rst loading cycle and (b) hydrostatic stress - volume ratio behaviour obtained during loading in the �fth

deformation cycle for all three compounds.

While a wide range of both phenomenological and physically based functional forms for the isochoric

response has been proposed and discussed in the literature [36], the number of functional forms for

the volumetric behaviour is limited. Di�erent phenomenological volumetric hyperelastic potential

functions were discussed by Doll and Schweizerhof [37] and by Bischo� et al. [38], and three of the

more commonly applied forms for the volumetric part are [39, 40, 41]

W a

vol =
�

2
(J � 1)

2 ) �aH = � (J � 1)

W b

vol =
�

2

�
J2 � 1

2
� ln J

�
) �bH =

�

2

�
J � 1

J

�

W c

vol =
�

2
(ln J)

2 ) �cH = �

�
ln J

J

� (13)

In Figure 7, the parameter � of the three di�erent volumetric terms given in Equation 13 is opti-

mized to �t the CAC data for the FKM1 material. The predicted hydrostatic stresses companying

a volume increase are then compared with the volumetric data obtained for the FKM material

in the UT experiment. While it is seen that all three expressions for the volumetric part of the

strain energy potential yield a good correspondence with the CAC data, none of them are capable

of predicting the compliant volumetric response in UT.

In addition to the large di�erence in volumetric response between UT and CAC, purely hy-

perelastic material models would not be able to capture the hysteresis loop in hydrostatic stress

- volume ratio space seen in Figure 3c. While Reese and Govindjee [42] introduced a constitutive

framework for viscous volume growth, most models aiming to predict the viscoelastic response of

elastomeric materials assume a nearly isochoric behaviour, and only sti� and elastic volumetric

deformations are included [1, 2, 3].

Clearly, a new modelling approach is needed to capture the behaviour seen in the macroscopic

experiments. An important feature of such a model would be the ability to predict a compliant
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Figure 7: Comparison of di�erent hydrostatic stress terms proposed in literature with experimental data for FKM

in UT and CAC.

viscous volume growth for loading modes including positive hydrostatic stresses, at the same time

as a sti� and elastic volume response would be predicted in hydrostatic compression. To the best

of the authors' knowledge, none of the constitutive models in the literature aimed at modelling

elastomeric behaviour includes these e�ects. However, before one embarks at the task of deriving

new constitutive equations, more knowledge on the mechanisms causing the observed macroscopic

behaviour should be obtained. Therefore, the rest of this paper is devoted to study the observed

response in more detail, while the derivation of a new model is postponed to a forthcoming paper.

The signi�cant di�erence in volume change between the two loading modes can possibly be

explained by cavitation and decohesion occurring near sti� inclusions in UT, while this would not

be applicable during CAC deformation. To investigate this hypothesis further, an in situ SEM

study is presented in the following section.

4. SEM study

4.1. Set-up

The SEM study was performed using a Zeiss Gemini Ultra 55 Limited Edition microscope at the

Department of Materials Science and Engineering, NTNU. This instrument provided micrographs

with a resolution of 3072�2072 pixels. A purpose-built tension rig [43] was placed on the sample

board of the microscope to enable in situ measurements during uniaxial tension. A photo of the

tension rig is shown in Figure 8a. Small tension specimens, having dimensions in line with the

sketch in Figure 8b, were cut from the ISO geometry tension specimens delivered by the suppliers,

i.e. cut from untested samples from the same production batch of specimens as those tested in

macroscopic uniaxial tension.

Prior to any deformation, images at 60, 100 and 300 times magni�cation were obtained of the

surface at both the centre and the edge of the specimen, resulting in six images for each compound.

The locations of the pre-deformation images are illustrated in Figure 9, showing an overview image
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of the 3 mm wide gauge section surface. These micrographs were analysed using the Python image

processing package scikit-image [44] to obtain an indication of the size, number, and distribution

of particles at the materials surface. The particles were distinguished from the matrix material by

image segmentation, using Otsu's method [45] to de�ne the threshold value, i.e. minimizing the

grey-level variance of each segment.

After tensioning the specimens at a nominal strain rate of 0.01 s�1 until a nominal longitudinal

stretch of 2 was reached, the samples were studied again with SEM to look for e�ects that could

explain the macroscopic behaviour seen in Section 2. The samples were then scanned by a random

walk procedure and micrographs were captured at sites of interest.

(a)

38 mm 

r = 4 mm 

r = 1.5 mm 

9 mm 

3 mm 11 mm t = 2 mm

3 mm 

(b)

Figure 8: Setup for in situ SEM study. (a) HNBR specimen in tension rig and (b) geometry of specimens cut from

virgin ISO dimension tension samples.

4.2. Results

4.2.1. Particle distribution

The pre-deformation micrograph obtained at 60� magni�cation in the centre of the specimen

surface is shown for both materials in Figure 10. A number of highly reecting inclusions can be

seen at the surfaces at this length scale. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) suggested

that these, for both the HNBR and the FKM material, are ZnO particles. Other �ller particles,

like carbon black, were not visible at the studied length scale. The geometry of the observed
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Figure 9: Overview of SEM images of the surface obtained prior to deformation, shown on a micrograph of the

HNBR material. The image shows a part of the 9 mm long, 3 mm wide gauge section of the specimens.

particles ranges from nearly circular to oblong shapes, while the particles can be seen to be evenly

distributed in the surface without any clear clustering. Dimples can be seen at the surface of the

FKM material, but it is not clear if these are representative for voids in the bulk material or only

surface e�ects caused by particles removed from the surface during or after the processing of the

samples. However, the fraction of internal voids is expected to be limited, due to the sti� and

elastic volume response observed in the CAC experiments. Surface dimples were also observed

in images of the HNBR material, although not present in the 60� magni�cation image from the

centre part of the sample shown in Figure 10.

From the segmentation process performed on all pre-deformation images, the total number and

size of individual particles could be estimated. The obtained area fraction of particles as function

of the applied magni�cation is plotted for all micrographs in Figure 11a, while the total number

of particles is shown in Figure 11b. It is clear that the FKM material contains both a larger area

fraction and a larger number of particles at the surface. It should be noted that since the number

of particles found at the centre location of the FKM material grows as the magni�cation increases,

the area fraction at the low magni�cation levels for this material is underestimated, since a subset

of the image is found to contain more particles than what were counted in the entire micrograph

at 60 and 100 times magni�cation.

In Figure 11c, the particles identi�ed in the 60� magni�cation images were numbered according

to the size of their projected area. This gives an indication of the distribution between large and

small particles. For both materials, the edge of the specimen is seen to contain more and larger

particles compared with the centre. It is also clear that the materials contain a high number

of small particles, and only a few particles having larger size. The largest particle found in the

inspected regions had a projected area of 1125 �m2, found at the edge of the FKM material, while

the smallest particle possible to identify with this method at 60� magni�cation had a projected
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area of 0.09 �m2.

(a) (b)

Figure 10: Pre-deformation SEM images from sample centre at 60� magni�cation for (a) HNBR and (b) FKM.

4.2.2. Debonding and cavitation

For the in situ tension images, it was found that deforming the specimens changed the con-

ductive properties of the compounds, reducing the image quality at large deformations. This was

particularly challenging for the FKM material, yet, matrix-particle debonding and cavitation could

be found at the surface of both compounds as illustrated in Figure 12, where sub-�gures (a) to (c)

address the HNBR material, while (d) addresses the FKM compound.

The image in Figure 12a shows clear debonding at location 1, with cavities formed at both sides

of the large particle while the bonding with the matrix seems to be intact at the upper and lower

surfaces. At location 2, a cavity is seen with a circular particle near its centre. However, with the

cavity being very large compared to the particle, and the particle being completely debonded from

the matrix, it is unclear if the cavity is caused by this centre particle or if it is a matrix cavity

in the surface caused by the stress situation that incidentally has a centre particle. The particle

at location 3 can be seen to have an early-stage debonding at both sides. A slightly di�erent

debonding mechanism is illustrated in Figure 12b, where a large crater caused by debonding is

seen at location 1, while only slight debonding has taken place at location 2. This one-sided

debonding mechanism was also observed for other irregularly shaped particles. Another example

is provided in Figure 12c, where the large particle has debonded along the surface at location 1

only. At location 2, on the other hand, matrix cavitation, without any visible interior particle, has

taken place in front of the large particle. It should be noted that for the micrographs of the HNBR

material in Figure 12, particles fully preserving their bonding to the matrix material could also be

observed.

For the FKM compound, one micrograph showing a particle in a large cavity could be obtained,

as shown in Figure 12d. Due to the large size of the cavity compared with the particle, it is unclear

if the debonding is due to the stress situation caused by the centre particle or due to surrounding
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Figure 11: Results obtained from segmentation of the pre-deformation SEM images. (a) Area fraction of particles

for all images, (b) the number of particles found in each image, and (c) distribution of particle size for images at

60� magni�cation, each marker indicates a particle and the x-axis gives the particle index when sorted from small

to large.

particles giving rise to a highly triaxial stress situation in the observed area.

While a number of clearly debonding particles could be identi�ed in the in situ images of the

HNBR material, only one occurrence of clear matrix cavitation, the one shown at location 2 in

Figure 12c, could be observed. It is not known what caused this free cavity to nucleate, but

one hypothesis is that it initiated at a location where a particle had fallen out of the surface

during production of the rubber mats from which the specimens were cut. This suggests that the

debonding mechanism, and not matrix cavitation, is dominating the volume growth of the material

in tension. However, it is noted that matrix cavitation could be more pronounced in the interior of

the material, where the absence of a free surface would lead to signi�cantly larger local hydrostatic

stresses. In general, all debonding particles shown in Figure 12 have a relatively large projected

area compared with the majority of the particles indicated in Figure 11c.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 12: Debonding observed at a nominal longitudinal stretch of approximately 2. (a) Two sided debonding

in HNBR, (b) one sided debonding in HNBR, (c) one sided debonding and matrix cavitation in HNBR, and (d)

debonding/cavitation in FKM.

5. Numerical single-particle study

5.1. Model

A micromechanical numerical model was used to investigate if the matrix-particle debonding

mechanism observed by in situ SEM in Section 4 can explain the volumetric response found in the

experimental data of Section 2. It was shown by Willams et al. [46] that such a model would only

provide a quantitative prediction of the macroscopic behaviour if a full 3D model was used, taking

particle shape, size, distribution, and cohesive strength into account. This would require extensive

data on the actual particle distribution, for example through X-ray tomography studies [47, 48],

and comprehensive knowledge of the matrix-particle interface behaviour. In addition, running such

a model would require considerable computational resources. The purpose here, however, is to do a

qualitative study aimed at investigating the mechanisms of matrix-particle debonding, and how this

feature a�ects the macroscopic response. For this purpose, a simple and e�cient numerical model

could still yield valuable insight [49]. Thus, a cylinder of matrix material containing one spherical

particle embedded at its centre is studied. It is important to note that such a model neglects

multiple features of the actual materials like the di�erent particle geometries, the size distribution

of the particles, the di�erence in cohesive behaviour for the particles, interaction e�ects between
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the particles and so on.

To incorporate the single-particle model in a �nite element framework, the commercial software

Abaqus/Standard [50] was used. An illustration of the model and the behaviour in the two loading

modes are presented in Figure 13, which also shows the �nite element discretization. Approximately

1000 elements were used for the matrix material, while about 200 elements were used to mesh the

particle. Four-node axisymmetric elements with reduced integration and hourglass control, named

CAX4R in Abaqus, were applied in the analyses. The external boundaries of the model were

constrained to remain straight throughout the deformation. The model was exposed to UT loading

by applying the stress - time data obtained in the experimental tests to the upper boundary as a

negative pressure force, while the vertical external boundary was free to move horizontally. The

CAC experiment was modelled by applying the stress - time data measured in the �fth cycle of

the corresponding test to the upper surface, while a �xed analytically rigid wall constrained the

cell from expanding horizontally. To model the debonding between the particle and the matrix,

a cohesive zone was added as an interaction property. The introduction of the cohesive zone also

calls for a length scale to be de�ned in the model and the matrix cylinder was given a height and

diameter of 20 micrometres.

Matrix

Particle

Cohesive zone

Symmetry axis

R
ot

at
io

n 
ax

is

Uniaxial tension

 Confined compressionSingle-particle model

Figure 13: Illustration of axisymmetric single-particle model and its response in the two loading modes, f0 = 5 %.

5.2. Particle size

The macroscopic volume increase obtained in the single-particle model during UT deformation

is strongly dependent on the size of the embedded particle, as shown in Figure 14 where the volume

ratio obtained at a longitudinal logarithmic strain of 0.7 for simulations with di�erent particle

volume fractions is illustrated (for these simulations, no cohesive zone was de�ned). Comparing

with the area fraction of particles in the surface found from the SEM study in Figure 11a (<1

%), it is clear that the volume ratio of particles must be overestimated to get a signi�cant volume
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growth. There can be multiple explanations for this fact. First, as already mentioned, the model is

too simple to provide quantitatively precise results due to the lack of matrix cavitation, neglecting

the particle size distribution, inaccurate modelling of the complex particle geometries, and the

lack of particle interaction e�ects. The latter is assumed the most important e�ect for the total

volume growth, as the interaction between particles leads to increased local hydrostatic stresses,

promoting decohesion and volume growth [51, 52]. Second, the area fraction of particles obtained

from the micrographs might underestimate the actual volume fraction of inclusions due to sub-pixel

particles and/or an inhomogeneous particle distribution through the thickness of the samples.

For the purpose of the following qualitative study, the particle size of the basis model was

adapted to a volume fraction f0 of 5 %, such that a clear volume increase could be obtained in UT

loading.
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Figure 14: Volume change prediction at a longitudinal logarithmic strain of 0.7 and no cohesion for a set of particle

volume fractions.

5.3. Constitutive modelling

For the constitutive modelling of the matrix material, the visco-hyperelastic Bergstr�om-Boyce

model implemented in Abaqus, using a nearly isochoric Arruda-Boyce strain energy potential, was

applied. The parameters for the model are listed in Table 2 where the same notation as in Abaqus

Theory Guide [53] is adopted, with � being the shear modulus of the spring in the elastic part, �m

the locking stretch, D the compressibility parameter (related to the bulk modulus by � = 2=D),

S the scaling of the sti�ness between the elastic and the viscous parts, A a scaling parameter for

the viscous deformation, c an exponent for the strain dependence of the viscous deformation, and

m an exponent for the stress dependence of the viscous deformation. The parameters were chosen

such that the experimentally obtained macroscopic stress - strain data in Section 2.1.2 and 2.2.2

were captured in an approximate manner. The embedded �ller particle was modelled as linear

elastic with Young's modulus of 140 GPa and Poisson's ratio of 0.3, being approximate values for

bulk ZnO [54].
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� [MPa] �m [-] D [1/GPa] S [-] A [MPa�ms�1] c [-] m [-]

2.5 1.6 1.15 12 0.001 0 6

Table 2: Constitutive parameters used for matrix material in single-particle model simulations.

5.4. Cohesive behaviour

The cohesive zone between the matrix and the particle was modelled as an interaction property

using a linear traction-separation law with a quadratic stress criterion. Such a modelling of the

cohesive zone has been used in a range of studies, e.g. [30, 55, 56] to name a few. The model

is illustrated in the sketch of Figure 15. The stress needed to separate the two surfaces increases

linearly with a sti�ness k until an initiation stress Tini is reached (coinciding with the initiation

deformation �ini). The load bearing capacity of the cohesive zone is then reduced linearly until a

total fracture energy of Gc is reached (taking place at a critical deformation of �crit). Due to the

absolute lack of experimental data on the matrix-particle interface behaviour of the materials, the

parameters of the base model were set to be Tini = 6 MPa, k = 6 GPa/�m, and Gc = 15 J/m2, as

this gave a reasonable representation of the experimental results. The critical stress was set equal

in normal and shear directions.

To investigate the dependence on the cohesive parameters, the total fracture energy or the

initiation stress was changed in consecutive simulations, keeping the other parameters constant.

The hydrostatic stress - volume ratio results obtained from this small parameter study are shown

in Figure 16. Reducing the fracture energy reduces the slope of the curve after fracture initiation,

see Figure 16a, and leads to an increased maximum volume. Changing the initiation stress, on the

other hand, yields a clear e�ect on the hydrostatic stress level at onset of volume growth, as shown

in Figure 16b, while the maximum volume ratio immediately before unloading is hardly a�ected.

Gc

Tini

1

k

Figure 15: Illustration of the traction-separation law used for the cohesive zone.

It is important to note that the hysteresis loop of the volumetric response in UT, seen in Figure

16, is caused by both viscous e�ects in the matrix material and the failure of the cohesive zone.

This is demonstrated in Figure 17 where the prediction from the base model is compared with the

result obtained using a purely hyperelastic matrix material, i.e. the constitutive model is reduced
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Figure 16: Parameter study results for the properties of the cohesive zone in the single-particle model subject to

tension, (a) dependence on fracture energy and (b) dependence on initiation stress.

to the Arruda-Boyce hyperelastic potential by S = A = 0. While a larger total volume increase is

seen for the purely hyperelastic model due the more compliant matrix, it is clear that a signi�cant

hysteresis loop can be caused solely by the failure of the cohesive zone. It can be noted that

removing the viscous e�ects in the single-particle model would not have any consequence for the

CAC response.
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Figure 17: Illustration of the hysteresis loop in tension caused by the cohesive zone.

5.5. HNBR vs FKM behaviour

To get an indication on the source of the di�erence in UT volumetric behaviour between the

HNBR and FKM compounds, two di�erent sets of material parameters, Model A and Model B, were

de�ned to capture the qualitative response of the HNBR and FKM material respectively. From

the parametric study in Section 5.4, it was indicated that the di�erence in volumetric behaviour

between the two materials tested in Section 2 can be caused by an increased initiation stress and a

reduced fracture energy on average for the cohesive zones in the HNBR compound compared with

the FKM, in addition to fewer debonding particles in the HNBR compound leading to less volume
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f0 [-] D [1=GPa] Tini [MPa] Gc [J=m
2]

Model A 0.018 1.05 30 9

Model B 0.05 1.15 6 15

Table 3: Model parameters used to qualitatively capture the di�erence between HNBR and FKM behaviour.

growth. The parameters of Model B were set equal to the base model parameters of Section 5.4,

while the value of f0, D, Tini, and Gc were changed for Model A with the following reasoning; f0

was reduced to get a lower total volume increase in UT, D was reduced to get a slightly sti�er CAC

behaviour, Tini was increased to conform with the large stress level at onset of volume growth,

while Gc was reduced to get a more compliant volume behaviour after matrix-particle decohesion.

The values of the �nal parameters are listed in Table 3.

The volumetric behaviour in UT deformation of the single-particle models is shown in Figure

18a, while the hydrostatic stress - volume ratio obtained in the CAC simulations can be seen in

Figure 18b. The initial volumetric sti�ness of the model is related to the bulk modulus of the ma-

trix and particle material for both loading modes and is therefore nearly equal in all simulations.

Both loading modes exhibit a good qualitative resemblance of the experimentally obtained results,

showing a compliant and viscous behaviour in UT after a critical stress level is reached, while a

sti� and purely elastic behaviour was obtained for the volumetric response in the con�ned axial

compression simulations. This shows that the matrix-particle decohesion and cavitation e�ects

found in the in situ SEM experiments can be the explaining mechanisms for the loading mode de-

pendent volume behaviour observed in the macroscopic tests. In addition, the qualitative di�erence

between Model A and Model B is in good correspondence with the di�erence obtained comparing

the HNBR and FKM compounds in the macroscopic tests of Section 2. This gives an indication

that the variation in the observed behaviour between the two materials stems from di�erent adhe-

sion properties between the matrix material and the ZnO �ller particles for the two compounds.

However, as important features like particle interaction e�ects and size distributions are neglected

in the simple model, further studies using more complex modelling procedures should be carried

out before de�nitive conclusions regarding the HNBR and FKM di�erence can be drawn.

6. Summary and concluding remarks

In this study, HNBR and FKM compounds were tested experimentally in both uniaxial tension

and con�ned axial compression. For the uniaxial tension tests, optical measurements were used

to obtain the complete deformation �eld and thereby capturing the volume change. A moderate

volume increase of 5 % was found for the HNBR material, while the FKM compound experienced

a large volume change, with an increase of the volume by nearly 20 % for a hydrostatic stress of

6 MPa. In the con�ned axial compression tests however, very similar results were found between

HNBR and FKM compounds, with about 6-7 % reduction of volume for a hydrostatic stress of
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Figure 18: Results from single-particle model simulations in (a) UT and (b) CAC, where Model A and B qualitatively

represent HNBR and FKM, respectively.

140 MPa. Comparing the results from the two loading modes, a large di�erence in the hydrostatic

stress - volume ratio behaviour was observed. It was shown that this di�erence is not captured

by available constitutive models for elastomeric materials. The mechanisms responsible for the

volumetric behaviour are therefore studied further as a preparation for new micromechanically

based constitutive modelling approaches.

To investigate the origin of the volume increase observed in uniaxial tension, an in situ SEM

study was performed. Both materials were found to consist of a signi�cant number of ZnO particles,

which were shown to debond from the matrix material during tension, causing macroscopic volume

growth. In addition, matrix cavitation was observed at the surface.

Based on the SEM experiments, the large di�erence in volumetric behaviour obtained between

the two loading modes was studied by �nite element simulations of an axisymmetric single-particle

model. The simulations indicated that the volumetric response obtained in the experiments could

be qualitatively explained by the interaction between matrix material and �ller particles, with

decohesion occurring during uniaxial tension. In addition, by changing the parameters of the cohe-

sive zone, the qualitative di�erence between the HNBR and the FKM material could be described.

However, further studies on the e�ect of particle geometry, size distribution, and interaction e�ects

should be carried out before de�nitive conclusions can be drawn.

The �ndings of this study prepare for development of new constitutive models aimed at predict-

ing the volumetric response of particle-�lled elastomers exposed to various loading modes. Such

models should incorporate the underlying physical mechanism of matrix-particle decohesion such

that a viscous and compliant volume growth would be predicted during tension while a sti� and

elastic volume response would be obtained during compression.
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